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Preface.
.

The study,. Work.. Attit udes of Disadvantaged Black Men: A
Methodolbgical Inquiry, was condiided in the spring of 1970 b))

. the Bureau of Labor_ Statiistics with financial support of the
Manpower, Administratidn. The purpose was to develop and test
questions and concepts foriisein larger reSeArch efforts. ,

The BLS contracted with a local San Francisco -organization,',
PACT, Incorlibrated, to conduCt the enumeratidn4nd related
field work. BLS professional and technical staff in WaShington
and in the San Francisco tegional office were involved- in all
phases of the project.
_ This report was Written by Philip B. Springer of thes-Office of
Manpviiier Strutture' '11d Trends, assisted by Sydney C.

Anderson.
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Cfrapter I. Introduction

hfititutional mechanisms to, iniprove the emploYment
situation have nor reached'eertain population subgroups.
Desplie the 'implementation of many manpower pro-
gramS, persons in minority groups continue to be
overrepresented in the ranks of the unemployed or in
low-paying jobs. ,

The Department of, Labor 'and other government
agencies have tried programs such as the Concentrated
Employment Program (CEP), Work Incentive Program
(WIN), and the Neighborhood Youth Corps (NYC) to
attack the problems of unemployment and , low utili-
zation by providing encouragement, education, training,
work incentives, and job opportunitids to the dis-
advantaged. Problems:however, continue to exist.

An adjunct of the dire& 'effort to eliminate the
-...,,problems of poverty andi economic waste has been the

attempt to obtain more ;information about the under-
lying causes of thi problems as a means of improving
existing programs or to implement new ories. One of the
.assumptions in. this area of research is that attitudes
tOward work in low income groups are a contribining
factor.in their employment Problems.

Ftt'a number of years the Department Of Labor has
been Working toward improving the methods and relia-
bility of gathering data about and understanding of the
eMployment ,situation of people in poverty areas. An
early effort was made in November 1966 when surveys
were conducted in poverty areas of eight large cities.
Unemployment rates were discovered that were three
times higher, than the national average at thai time.' In
1967, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), with the
financial support of the Manpower Administration
(MA), conducted a -Series of experimental methodo-
logical surveys of employment probleths among residents
in poverty areas of New York, Boston, and_New Haven.
The surveys investigated areas such as the "undercount"
of black men in .household censuses and surveys;
attitudes toward life and work; job-seeking methods
used by residents in low income areas; nonparticipation
in the labor force. Also of interest was the issue of'
interviewer-respondent communication, e.g., could cer-.__
tain substantive 'areas be explored and could questions
be formulated for poverty populations -that. 'would
provide usable and useful data:This issue was proble-
matic since survey experience with this population had
been limited.2 Beginning in 1968 and continuing for 2
years, the program by, the Department of Labor under-
took large-scale substantive surveys in the poverty areas
.of six cities and the nonpoverty areas of two of the six.

These surveys, applying the lessons of the experimental
studies, produced findings regarding work-history; rea-
sons for nonparticipation; job-seeldng methods, and (as
yet unanalyzed) attitudes about job and life satisfac-
tion .3

The BLS, under the auspices or the MA, is continui
to explore a variety of 3pproaches for understa..ding
employment, problems in poverty areas. Specifically,
these include exploration of new concepts; new items to
measure these concepts; new forms of questions; various
kinds of interviewers; different populationrsuhgroups;
different kinds of sampling besides traditional household
enumeration. These endeavors, as tested and evaluated,
could be inCluded in larger 'surveys that would produce
findings which ultimately could shed light on continuing
problems of poverty, and( ,thereby, make possible
programs to' improve the employment opportunities for

,

these individuals.
The research project that is being analyzed in this

report is part of the Department's continuing effort to
improve its information gathering capabilities,

Research Design and Summary oi Findings

Reasons for Employment Problems. Manpower plan-
ners concerned with the disadvantaged have recognized
that it is not sufficient merely to offer jobs to perswis
characterized by a term such as "hard-core unem-
ployed." Some manpower programs tire even designed to
reach out to the nonworking population for job candi-
dates. Once on the job, however, no guarantee exists
that they will long remain there. One assumptiOn abont
duration on the job is that it will be a consequence of
the workers' perception and evaluation of it relative to
other income-producing alternatives such as "hus-
tling"illicit or marginally-legal economic activities. One
hypothesis is that a variety of attitudes not related to a
specific job 'will affect the "hard-cOre unemployed"
attachment to the job. One such attitude is a general
commitment to work, one tenet of the ' Puritan
ethic.4 According to- an extreme view of this
ethic, work is its own Nward. It is expected to be
unpleasant sometimes. Another set of attitudes has been
mentioned as contributing to job success, as Well as to
perform'ance in school and other areas of life. These
attitudes are described ai feelings of efficacy or of
optimism with.regard to one's ability to meet challenges
successfully.' The idea is that people who have a sense
of efficacy as a personality trait are likely to "make it"



in the world. This theory is akin tg, the folk notion that
"where there's a will, there's a way."

RQcently, sojne new 'ideas have surfaced, which, if
_true,- would tend to explain the disaffection front work
of many ghetto young men. These ideas follow twin the
notions of blaek culture,' or as an alternative explana-
tion, the culture of poverty.' I lere, the view is that the
ghetto man has developed a life-style revolving around
mums- o autpnoiny and expressiveness which , make
repugnant the World of work as it now is. This world is
considered "white, repressive, and stifling" in regard to a
style of speech, dress, and language.

The question is which are decisive for job attachment
speCifically, Which.attitudes make a difference?, In order
to resolve these various theoretical approaches, one
would have to examine them simultani:ously ni a large
savey.

This study was a step in this dire,?tion. One objective
was to examine the utility of items which would
measure theSe different sets of attitudes. Insights were
sOught 'Which would-indkat- Whether eertain question
areas are worth further exploration and if the attitlinal
concepts need inure refinement.

7'he Research Project. The Bureau of Labor Statistics
contracted with a local.. San Francisco organization,
PACT. Incorporated, to conduct a series of personal
interviews with black men in the San Francisco Bay area.
The contents of the interviews were employment7related
experiences,, problems, and attitudes. The sample of
respondents was, selected from government and private
manpower programs., and from nonparticipants in the
labor force selected at random in the street or 'at other
"casual" cettings.

Field operations conduct, d by PACT, Incorporated,
were und-Jr the supervision of the BLS San Francisco
Regional Office staff. Technical support was provided by
BLS Washington staff.

Sample Desigh. The samples included black men only,
because of their population group having severe employ-
ment problems such as high unemployment rates or
low-paying jobs. This selection ,controlled our study for
two variables--race and sex. The San Francisco Bay area
was chosen as representative of a large metropolis on the
West Coast that had many of the problems associated
with low-income.groups in urban areas and because it
had a variety of manpower programs from which to
draw the sample.

In order to examine the factors related to labor force
performance for black men, the research design required
three groups to represent performance types:Group one
would include those who take a job and stay on it.

2

Group' two would include those who take a job but do
not stay. Group three would include those who -do not'
even want a joh. (This last group serves as a comparison
also, since they would be expected to show charac-.
teristics and attitudes different 'from the Other tvu
groups.) The determination of Oihich respondents should
be thought of as "stayers" or "leavers" would.he made
on the basis of the number of/months on the job.

Since a household sample was economically prohibi-
tive because of the large number of respondents who
would have to be approached in order. to select those
reasonably fitting duration criteria, names and addresses
were drawn from the records of Government manpower
programs and establishments that ran Government-
sponsored programs, which concentrated on- the hiring
of those formerly considered "unemployable" or the
"hard-core unemPloyed." The use of records from the
nuurpower programs and establishments participating in
these programs as a source for the interviews had the
additional advantage of controlling tbe sample in terms
of entry on the job; that is, the method and decision to
take the job was similar for all respondents. Ultimately,
household interviews from 186 men were processed for
analysis in the first sample-pen who took a job. This
sample combines the "stayers' and 'leavers."

The sample of 'men who got jobs through the
government-sponsored manpower programs were ran-
domly selected from I I programs in thelltan Francisco
Bay area.8 Originally it was hoped thayespondents
could be selected on the basis of duration bn the
program job; that is, 50 percent of the respondents
would have been those whd had stayed on the -program
job ,12 months or more and the other 50 percent mould
have been men who left before completing 4 or 5
months on the program job. However, the records, from
which the names and addresses were taken, did not
uniformly contain current or accurate information. In
addition, because of difficulties_encountered in Hnding
respondents due tO high mobility, poor Laddresses, etc.;
the duration criterion for selecting respondents was
dropped. It was decided that the duration determination
would be made during the subsequent analysis of the
questionnaires.

The comparison sample of respondentsthose who do
not have a job and are not looking:for onewere
selected at random from men who agreed I'd be
interviewed in a casual setting such as a street corner,
pool room, or _bar. Prospective respondents in these
settings were screened to exclude labor force partici-
pants, those on leave or vacation from school or the
military, and those unable to work because of a
permanent disability. Interviews were completed by 185
men,

7



Table 1. Percent Distribution of Program Sample b
Interview Completion #nd Age tor Two Selected SOurc

23 -30 31 years
years and over

Sources Total
18 22
years

59

Source A

Destgnated respondents . 100
Actually inewed (N=88)
respondents 100 4 7

(N=19)

Source B

Designated respondents 100 3 2
Actually interviewed (N=223)
respondents 100 42

(N=36)

33

47

4 2 26

33 25,

Selected characteristics Of the mule respond-Lilts-age.
;narital status, educatio4M-attalliinent-can be seen in
'table I through 5. Table 1 compares interviewdd
respondents with those in the originally selected sample.
:The casual sample, although not representative in a

statistical sense, very readily furnished respondents who
-could be contrasted with the program participants. The
casual respondents were not participants in the labor
force. To get a similar sample in a household survey
would have been very time-ctinsuming. Further, because
of the undercount problem, men interviewed in casual
se ttings' might not be found in households. In this sense,
casual interviews have an advantage for-- students'-of
emploYment problems of the "hard-core unemployed."'

Subsequent tabulations indicated that, surprisingly, a
high proportion of the casual sample consisted of men

, who had never worked (48 cases). This provided the

Table 2. Percent Distribution of Type of Interview and
Place of Birth

Place of birth Household
interviews

Total

Casual interviews

SometIme
worked

Never
worked

Number 186 185 13 7 48
Percent 100 100 100 100

San Francisco Bay Areal-- 37 37 3 1 54
Other city iri Californial. 7 9 10 6
Deep Soum 33 25 28 19

Other South 15 1 7 20 10

Other States 6 10 1 1 6

Other Countries 1 1 . . . 2

Don't know . . . 1 . . . 2

No answer 1 1 1

:NOTE: Due rounding,
equal totals.-

surnS of indiVidual items May nor
- -

1

oPportunity to make further inteinal coMparisOns since
, )

thi grimp represented even less labor torce participation
than the total casual sample (185 casus). Consequently,
two subsamples were, broken out- "casu-al, sometime
worked" and "casual, never worked," With;the program,
participants, the possibill!)/ arose of comparing three/
groups that 'fell along a continuum of labor force
participation. Thus. relating altitudes to these groups
would give some idea of the -Iolity A tIlle questions for

understanding initial labor fouo entry.
The program paitrcipants also could be, divided into

two groups. in terms of duration on t e program job.
lAnother 'dimension of labor force performanc beyond

,labor force participation 'could be considered'. Also, we
would be able to address the initial issue, the question
posed 14 manpower planners concerning turnover of_the
-hard-core unemployed."

Summary of Findings. A variety of attitUdes) were-

. . .

examined in relation to two measures of employment.
performance. The lust measure is labor force par:-

ticipat ion ; the second, duration on a job.
A nUmber of background 'work attitudes, or -pre.,

disPositions, appeared to be related to participation or
entry into the labor force,-but these attitudes had little
or no connection to _the person's duration on the job,
once he had it. Once on the job, other attitudes, related
to the immediate job, appeared to be associated with
duration on that job.

Labor force participation, which is a minimal aspect .of
employment performance, was related to a variety of
attitudinal items. A number of indicators of grievahce,
that is, discontent with work norms .Of bureaucracy and
authority, were associated inversely with labor force
participation in the survey. Similarly, a measure of
perceived discrimination was related' inwrsely to .par-
ticipation. Other race-related items:for example; pref-
erence for black coworkers or supervisors, were related
inversely to participation'. and differentiated current
participants front nonparticipants. But those who never
had worked did not differ in their attitudes from those
who, although currently out of the labor force, had at
some .time worked. Accordingly. the two race-related
items:, were less useful than .the others mentioned in
explaining.iabor-force participation.

Attitudes toward "hustling," a variety of illicit behav-
iors, -also : appeared to be related to participation.
Awareness- of hustling is less docriminating a measure
than is-preference for hustling, which was also related
inversely to participation.

A number of "commitment to work" measures were
found to be useful. These work values appeared- to be

,

3



, Table 3. Percent Distribution of Type of Interview by Table 5. Percent Distribution of Type of Interview by
Years of School Completed Age

Years of school
compleied

Household
interview Total

Casual interviews

Sometime
worked

Never
wOrked

.

Numbet . .....
Percent . .

1:1 y rs ahd under
9 If , A
1 ars
11 4ai s
12 vjars '
13 y es and over I

N o 044 ,

186
100

4,
5

9
23
47
11

.1

185
100

7
13
1 7

*45
14

1

137
100

3
7
9

1 7

47
16

1

5.

48
100

2

8

25
17
37

8
2

'14 : Due to rounding, sums of individual items may not
equal tals.

relate4 directly to labor force pokticipation, although
some specific indicators were iesi 'useful than others.
Sirpil y,1"drive to get ahead', was assoiated positively
With rticipation. A\ nonwork attitude, the importance
of "horbe and family. compared with other areas,of life,
wasilSo,related positiVely to participation..., ...__.-

PrirsOnal' efficacy, as reflected in 'live items in the
iurvey questionnaire, did not have the expected positive
relation to labor force particiration. This finding, which

Table 4, Percent Distribution of Type of Interview by
Marital Status ,

Marital status
Household
interview Total

Casual interviews

Sometime
worked

Never
worked

1: Number 186 185 137 48
"- ;percent 100 100 100 100

'Married, with spouse
I present 38 16 20 6
Separwer:1 8 14 16 4

torninoii law
Widowed or divorced . 3

Et
6

9
a

6
2

Never married 51 55 47 79
No answer . ..... 1 2

NOTE:*,,Due
equal totalt.

to rounding, sums of individual items may not

Age
Household
interv,sw Total

Casual interview

Sometime
wor)(ed

I Never

AB

100

Number
Percent .

186
100

185
100

_Lworked

137
100

17 years 1

18 years 4 . , .

19 years 11 6 3 15
20 years ..... 14 10 4 25
21 years 13 11 10 15

1 22 years 6 11 10
23 years 5 10 11 8
24 years A ..... 5 9 9 8
25 years 6 4
26 years 3 6 2

27 years 3 4 2
28 years 5 5 '
29 years 4 4 5
30 years and over . . 17 21 24 10
Nb answer 1 _

NOTE: Due to
equal totals.

rounding, stims of individual items may not

contradicts some theoretical expectations as well as
other empirical investigations, suggested the ,need for
reconceptualization. and further researeh.

When replicated with two duration groups; stayers and
leavers, a relation could not be established clearly
between duration on the program job and attitudes in
the areas of grievances, discrimination, race preferences,
"huStling," work cOmmitment, and -e1fic.a4. 'Many. of
the attitudes toward these subjects show a sirong
relationship to labor foice entry, that is, participation,
but a weaker one to duration on a job.

What was related strongly to duration was a series of
items ,measuring not general attitudes but perceptions
and evaluations of the current job. If the job was viewed
favorably, duration was more likely to be extended)i

Finally, some demographic contexts, related to

&dation, are presented: Geographic region: of ,origin
appears to be related to duration: job stayers, in
the sample were more likely . to be from the .South
than were leavers.



Chapter IL Attitudinal Items in Relation to Current Participants and
Nonparticipaints in the Labor Force

1 ii this chapter, attitudinal items are analyzed by

( I ) household ir gqiew s of those who entered a :nuip-
ltcomparing t e responses among three groups:

power program seeking il job; (2) casual intervietvs of
those who had worked but were not currently in the
labor force, and, (3) casual interviews of those who had
never worked. The original intent was to examinie the
attit udinal items by comparing responses of the house-
hold, interviews, that is, thoS1 who had sought a jobi with
th6 casual intervieWs, thaf isAtflose currently, not looking
tor a job.- ItIpwever, the unaPticipated finding thin the
casual sample included a significant numti-dr of men who
had never worked offered anOther discrete (and iinpor-
twit). component for. comparo.)ii on the Confirm* of
labor force participation.. I

A, .variety of attitudinallterus will be examined in..

relation to the threo samPle groiips. The researchers had
definite expectatior.s about the', relation of thes atti-

.--: tudes to labor forcui participation, as defined. lf the
relation turned out to be as anticiPated, then confidence
in the validity of the items would have been reasonable.
This validity would increase thei'r usefulness in I sub-
starytive manpower research and ti social indicatOrs in
other surveys of the population as a whole. If, op the
other hand, sonic attitudes were not related to labor
force participation, they probably were flitor indicitors,
although adequate substantive,.theoretieal grounds for
the absence of the relationship could be found. these
questions will he considered as they arise and' the
ambiguous inconclusive nature of sortie of the fIndings
will be poipted out. .

General Job Grievance

Both program participants (group one) and current
nonparticipants (group two) who had worked at some
time were asked, "Have there been things about your
jobs which have bothered you so much that you felt ihat
. you just couldn't take it any longer?" Those who had
never worked (group three) viere asked thequestion ip a
modified, form in which they had to project their
feelings: "Think about the kinds of jobs you could get
right noware there things about these jobs which y'on
feel would bother you so much that you would rather
not take them?" In response, 60 percent of current

Table 6. Percent Distribution of Labor Force Participe-
tion by Presence of Bothersome Things op Job'

Presence of
bothersome
things on lob

Number .

Percent

Pragram
participant

18 3
100

Yes I 50
No 50

Casual Casual
Never

worked
4

48

Sometime
worked

136
100 100

60 60
40 40

Excluded born totals are three N.A. s in I. end Pne N.A. in II.
Prografri participants (I) vs, Casuals Ifi + Ill) Chi 3.727, ld.f.
not significant (Note: In° all that will appear,', not significant
means that the Chin's et a level greater than 0.051.

This item attempted to show some ,measure_of ,the
diffuse discontent, or anxiety, rooted in the job situa-

.

tion 'Even those who had never worked appeared to
have these feelings about jobs: in this casd, th

expressed more discontent than those with current wo
experience. An examination is made later in this rep rt
Of specific areas of job grievance, which were expected
to be particularly relevant to the population surveyed.

Informal Cultural Demands of Job

It-was envisioned that infomial cultural requirements
of the job might affect labor force participation, as
represented by the sample groups. This issue was
approached through several questions. First, respondents
in groups I and 2 were asked, "Do you feel that ijNs
you..ze held there was too much red tape that is, you

Table 7. Percent Distribution of Labor Force Participa-
, tion by Presence of Red Tape'

,

Presence
of

red tape

I

, Program
participant

II
Casual

Sometime
worked

,

III
Casual
Never

worked

Number . . .

Percent . . ,

Yes

No

183
100

19

16

135 '

100

18

82

.45
100

55
45

nonparticipants (groups 2 and 3) said yes," compared ' Excluded from totals are 3 N.A.'s from 1;2 N.A. s from II, 3" NA'sfromttL
with half of those who had entered job programs (grotip t vs. HI Chi' = 24.065, Id.f., P <.001.
one). (See ,table,6.) It vs. lit Chi) = 22.666, Id.f., P <.001.



Table 8. Percent Distribution of Labor Force Panic. Table 10. Percent Distribution of Labor Force Partici
ipation by Formal Language Requirement' pation by Feelings of Being Bossed Around'

tinneceSSOPy

t mal
language
requirrd

I II 1

I I

Pr ogr dm CaC" di
P.I r t , c i pa r1 t ty'vn, ":i,.1:,711'.

CJS

Novi.,
wor k

F eel ruys I

being Program
ber,sed arOorld 1)ar ocipao

III
Casual. Casual

Sometime Never
worked wcwked

-t

P. rci t

Yes ,

No
Don't know

. .

183
100

5
95

1- .

137 45
100 100

7

93
9._

_ . .

Number 183 1.-.0
PercPot , 7013 1 Ob

:-

Yes 33
1

30'
No 67 69
Don't k. now

1

1

Exchad:od born toials are 3 N A 's in I. and 2 on III
I lit Chi - 25 311.1d.f P .001
H vs 411. Chi' 16 531.1il I,. P 001

had to follow tut) many rules and regulations or
unnecessary procedures?" Those who never worked were
asked, "Do you feel that there would be 7- The nein
differentiated those who had never worked Irom the
other groups; the Theer worked- were niore Iikcly to
feel that there wOuld be winccessary red tape.. The
proportion of tlwse who had never worked who, per.
coved red tape was 55 perCeIll; for prograny participants
and the yimeturic worked .group, ii ;14, 10 :111d

percent, respectively. (See table 7.)-
Similady, the first tv ) groups were asked, "Do yoni

fer.1 that you haw bee, ex)ected to use unnecessarily
formal languag,e on your jobs-that Is, language that is
too I ancyr Those who never worked were asiced, vDo
you led that you vvorild be expected to use (this
lAguage)?" Again, those wholiad never worked were

-mote likely lo answer in the allirmative. The data show
that 32 percent of the -never worked" group felt that
unnecessarily formal language was re.quired, and only 5
percent of the participants and 7 percent of the casual
surnet Une worked grourr held this view. (Sce table 8.)

Another question asked was, -Have you felt uncoii .
fortable about the way you were expected to dress on

Table 9. Percent Distribution, oi Labor Force Partic-
ipation by Uncomfditable Feelings over Dress'

48

' E veludel from thP totals are 3 N A 's from I and 1 N A from

I vs III ('No' and 'doe't know' combined) Chi' 5 224, Id f P

< 05
II vs. III ('No' and 'don't know' combined) Chi 6 531, Id I P

0?

your jobs?" The "never worked" group was asked, "Du
you feel that you would he uncomfortable ?" Again,
the same pattern was 'observed, ,pp difference was
indicated between the current and i'.ast labor force
participants (1,1 and (9 percent, respectively).11w "never
worked" group exhibited a higher affirmative response
rale (36 rxrcent). (See table 9,)

These three Itcrns concerning red tape, language, and
dress, seek to get at the strain between the attitUdes of
tIi liard-core unemployed" black man and the social
rerpuremimts of the world of 'work. This strain, as

, indicated by ."yes" responses, is greatest for the "never
worked.' group, differentiating it from those who have
worked. These attitudes held by those who have never
wc:rked 'nay he barriers to their initial entry mto the
labor force.

Several questions were asked m relation ro-grievances
about authority and status relations on the rob. It was
lqpothesized that the sample groups might be differen-
tiated in terms of discontent. First, the question was'

Table 11. Percent Distribution of Labor Force Partici .
pation by Feelings of Unimportance or Insignificance!

Number
Percent .

Uncomfortable
feeliriss

'due to.dre*ss

II III
I

Program
participant

worked

183
100

Casual
Sometime

137
100

Casual
Never

wcxked

47
100

Yes ...... . 11
No . 89 1 91 64

' Excluded frorn the zotals are 3 NA's 1 I. and I N.A. in W.
- -1 vs. HI, Chri--- 14 636.-fdk., P-c.001. a

36

Feelings of
unimportance.

or
insignificance

..

Nurrilr .

Percent .

Yes

No
Don't know

Program
participant

181
100

24
76

II ttt
C6scart Casout

Sometime -NtiVer
worked worked

137
100 100

17 1/
82 81

1 2

II vs.. III, Chi' , 21.213. P <.001.

6

Excluded from totals ate 5 N A.'s on I.

11



Table 12. Percent Distribution of Labor Force Partici.
pation by Perception of Attempts to Make One Feel
Unimportant or Insignificant'

Perceiving attempts
to make one feel
unimportant or

insignif icant

Program
participant

_

I I

Casual-
Sometime
wor ked

136
100

21
78

1

Ill
Casual !
Never

worked

48
100

66
35

8

Number
Percent

Yes
No
Don't know.

182
100

22

' Excluded from totals are four N.A.'s from I and one N A.
from U.
I vs. III ("No's + 'don't know combined) Chi' - 19.915, W.f., P
<0.001.
11 vs. III Nos + 'don't know' cOmbined) Chi' = :1;041, Id.f.,P
<0.001.

asked;, "Have you often felt bossed around on your
jobs`..1' The "never worked" were asked, "Do you (eel
that you would often be ... The "never ,worked"
group were more likely' to answer "yes" (52 -pet.cent).
This response is proportionatery greater than the, fates
for the other two groups; they responded "Yes" about
these experiences, 33 and 30 percent, respectively. (See
table 10.)

The samples of those who had worked then were
asked, "Have you often felt unimportant ol insignificant
on your jobs`1" The never worked group was asked, "Ijo
you think yoy would feel .. . ?" This item's purpose was
to measure the degrading aspect of the job as perceived
by the respolideat and The low esteem expedenced by
some. This item, like the preceding item, showed a
noteworthy affirmative response rate. No significant
difference was observed between groups..(See table 11.)

Finally, in this series, the question was aiked, "Did

Table 13. Grievances Occurring on Program Job and
Total Grievances

Grievance
Program

job
grievnace

Total
grievances

Things that would bother so much 34 91
Red tape 17 34

l_formal language 10
Dress 15 21
Bossed.around 37. 60
Felt unimportant or insignificant . 25 44
They tried to make me feel unim-

portant or insignificant 20 40
Total 153 300

Table 14. Grievance by Area and Whether It was on a
Program Job or Not

Original Program I Nonprogram
program job job .

Grievance ! participants grievance ! grievance
! grievance rate rate' rate

(percent) I (percent) (percent)
-1 _ _1_ _ _

Things that would
bother so much

Red tape
.Language
Dress
Bossed-around
Felt unimportant

orinsignificant 24
They tried to make

me feel unimportant
or insignificant . , .1 22

56
19

5

11

33

20 31

10 9,
3 3
9 3

22 13

15 10

12 A 11

' These percentages are computed on a base which is 16 fess
than the original total. The cases remc.red represent respondents
for whom there were no program jobs. :

people_on the job 'try to make you feel uniniportant or
insignificantr -The'never worked group was asked, "Do
you think pedple -might try to make you feel unim-
portant or insignificant on jobs you 'could get?" This
question was added since it was believed Alai some
respondents would hesitate to answer affirmatively to
the preceding question since an affirMative answer might
indicate their sense of inadequacy. Consequently; it
would be easier to answer the latter item (" . . people
might try . . . "), which would appear less threatening to
the respondent because of its indirectness.

Theimicipated results 'were verified since, in the
preeeding item, the "never worked" group drastically
changed.its pattern of response, and answered in the
affirmative somewhat less than the program group. But
when asked the less sensitive question, "Do you think
people mlght try to make you feel ... ?" th familiar
pattern reappeared: Their affirmative response rate rose.
Slightly over one.half of the "never worked" roup held
this view compared with about one-fifth of the other
two groups. Clearly, this series of items shed: ome light
on the man who "never worked" and on some,aspects of
labor force participation. (See table 12.) .

What is striking is the number of these grievances that
occurred on the program job. From one perspective, the
frequency is high, since one would think that :on these
jobs, supposedly set aside for the "hard-core unem-
ployed", a sensitivity to the special needs of the recruits
would be established. Probably, many of the firms
involved have not had "hard-core unemployed" blacks'
working for them and the firstline supervisors had had
little or no contact with them before the program
started. Apparently, program firms may not .be ade-
quately prepared to meet the on-the-job needs of the



..111/

,

Table 15. Grievances by Labor Force Participation
(with Recomputed Program Participation Rate)

Grievance

Program
participan t:

Nonprograrn job
grievances
(percent)

I r
Casual

Sometime
worked
(percen t)

Ill
Casual
Never

worked
(percen t)

Things that would
bother ' 31 60 60

Red tape' 9 18 55
Language3 3 7 32
Dress' 3 9 36
Bossed-around' 13 30 52
Felt unimportant

or insignifi-
cant` 10 17 17

They tried to
make me feel
unimportant or
insignifrcan ...: 11 21 56

'1 vs. (11 + 111), (2 X 2 table), Chi' = 30.373, Id.f., P <.001.
'1 vs. II vs. III, (2 X 3 table), Chi' = 51.855, 2d.f., P < 0.001.
'I vs. II vs. 111,12 X 3 table), Chi' = 43.384, 2d.f., P< 0.001.
41 VS: II VS. III, (2 X 3 table), Chi' = 45.938, 2d.f., P <0.001.
1 vs. II vs. III, (2 X 3 table), Chi' = 35.759, 2d.f., P<0.001.

`I vs. (11 + III), (2 X 2 table), Chi' = 3.503, ld.f., not
significant.

'I VS. II VS. III, (2 X 3 table), Chi' 48.025, 2d.f., P <.001.

"hard-core unemployed". (See table 13.)
Earlier, program participants were shown not to differ

from the casual sometime worked respondents in terms
.of grievance rates. (See tables 6-12.) However, they did
differ from the "never worked" on most items. Accord-
ingly, the items show some, if limited, relationship to
labor force participirtion. The relatively high rates for
the program participants will now be explained.

The program participant rate of grievance combines 2
sub-rates: a rate of grievance on program jobs and a rate
of grievance on other than program jobs. I Cthe program
job grievances are removed from each table ind only the
resulting new rate (for program participants) of griev-
ance on jobs other than the program job is left, the new
rate is reduced substantially for each item, and more in
accord with the anticipated results. (See table 14.) These
new rates can now be compared with the rates for the
casual samples. (See table 15.) Labor force participation
appears to be related to grievance. Program participants
were less likely to have been discontented with_ job
situations than nonparticipants. Probably, these job
experiences or job attitudes would affect the propensity
to enter the labor force.

The original grievance rates for program participants
(all jobs included) were inflated because of the effects of

Table 16. Number Unable to Name Grievance-Related
Jobs by Grievance Area and Labor Force Participation

G rievances

Nu mLer
"don 't know's'

Number
"all things"

1

Program
Partici-
pant

I I

Casual
Sometime
worked

1

Program
Partici-
pant

II
-Casual

Sometime
worked

Things which have
bothered 0 0 1 0

Red tape 1 0 2 0
Language 1 0 1 1

Dress 0 0 1 0
Bossed-around 0 0 4 2
Felt unimportant

or insignificant 0 0 1 1

They tried to make
me feel unim-
portant or insig- .

nificant ... 0 0 2 0
Treated unfairly

because black .. 0 0 1 2

g:ievanceproducing program jobs. In fact, the program
job increased the original grievance rate to the point that
it approximated that of the casual sometime worked
group. It would be interesting to know whether these
discontented participants end up in the same condition
as the casual respondents, that is, not looking for work.

In the series of items which purported to measure the
acknowledgement of grievance with jobs, a question was
asked on what job the specific problem occurred. The
thinking was that a "don't know" response would
indicate theproblem was an attitude or expectation that
the worker brought to the job. The extreme attitude or
expectation would be that of a "malcontent." On the
other hand, if the respondent could name a specific job

Table 17. Percent Distribution of Labor Force Partici-
pation by Preference for Supervisor'

Preference
for

supervisor

. 1

Program
participant

II
Casual

Sometime
worked

III
Casual
Never

worked

Number 172 131 47
. Percent 100 100 100

Black 46 63 66
White 4 1

Either' .. 50 j 37

I Excluded from totals are 14 N.A.'s in I; 6 N.A.'s in 11;1 N.A.
in 111.
I vs. (II + 111) (2 X 2 table) Chi' .= 10.249, 1d.4. P <0.001.

NOTE: Due to rounding, sums of individual items may not
add to totals.
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he had held, then this response would suggest that his
perception was rooted in the reality of the actual job.
Very few respondents could not specify the jobs
(occupation and industry) in which Alley had the
problem affirmed. (See table 16.)

Also included in table 16 are the number of
respondents who replied "all of them" when asked to
name jobs where they experienced these grievances. This
is a nonspecific response, akin to "don't know;" and
very few cases were reptirted. Thig-finding supports the
contention that the grievances cannot be divorced from
the nature of the job.

Race-Related Items

Three explicitly race-related items were examined. The
anticipated result was that some measure of race
preference, of "consciousness of kind would be related
to labor force participationthat is, parochial racial
attitudes held by the respondents c()uld limit their labor
market mobility. Appropriately, th,. question was asked,
"Who are you more comfortable witha white or black
supervisor?" The "never worked" sample was asked,
"Who would you be more comfortable with . . . ?" (See

table 17.)_ .

The current nonparticipants (groups 2 and 3) were
more to be comfortable with a black supervisor
(about two-thirds) than were the program participants
(less than half). This item was followed up with a similar
question, but this time relating to coworkers. (See table
18.) The same pattern emerged. The program partici-
pants were less likely, to be concerned about the race of
cowcrkers than the 'current nonparticipants. Labor
market participation seems to be positively related to
feeling comfortable with members of either race on the
job. And those nonparticipants who had never worked

Table 18. Percent Distribution of Labor Force Partici-
pation by Coworker Preference'

Preference
for

coworker

I

Program
participant

II
Casual

Sometime
worked

III
Casual
Never

worked

Number ....
Percent

_

Black
White
Either

180
100

54
2

44

133
100

75
1

24

47
100

72
2

26

'Excluded from the totals are 6 N.A.'s in I; 4 N.A.'s in II; 1
N.A. in III.
I vs: (II + 111)12 X 2 table) Chi2 = 15.656, ld.f., P <0.001.

9

Table 19. Percent Distribution of Labor Forca Partici-
pation by Perception of Discrimination'

Perception
of

discrimination

I

Program
parti6ipant

I I

Casual
Sometime

worked

II I

Casual
Never

worked

Number 183 136 47
Percent 100 100 100

Yes 37 32 42
No 63 67 42
Don't know 1 - 1. 15

Excluded from totals are 3 N.A.'s in I; one N.A. in II; and
one N.A. in III.

NOTE: Due to rounding, sums of individual items may not
equal totals.

clic; not differ from those who had worked at some time.
A question was included to measure perception of

discrimination at work: "Have you ever been treated
unfairly or badly on the jobs you've had, because you
are black?" ("Would be ... " for the "never worked.")
Around two-fifths of the "never worked" said "yes" and
one-third of the other two groups. (See table 19.)

The apparent lack of difference between participants
and "casual sor.etime worked" was a function of
merging grievances on the program job with grievances
experienced on other jobs held by the program partici-
pant. By factoring out the cases in which grievances were
on the program job and recomputing a new rate, that is,
proportion of program participants experiencing dis-
criminatory treatment on other jobs, the researchers
found the new rate (20 percent) was less than that of the
casual sometime worked (32 percent) and even less than
that of the never worked group,(42 percent). (See tables
19 and 20.) Thus, as with items in_ tables 6 to 12,
program job grievances were responsible for the rela-

Table 20. Discrimination Perceived by: Program Partici-
pants by Job Context'

Item

Original
program

participation
discrimination

Program
job

Iliscrirnt
iriatiori

Non- ,
program
job dis-

crimination
.

Percent experienc-
ing unfair treat-
ment because
black

/

37

N = 183 "

18

N = 167'

..

20
-;

N = 183

'This figure.excludes 16 respondentsjor vhom no.program
job was available.

14



Table 21. Percent Distribution of Labor" f-orce Partici-
pation by, Perceived Opportunities for Hustlingi

Perceived
opportunities

for '
hustling

I

Program
participani

II
Casual

Sometime
, worked

III
Casual
Never

worked

Number 180 . 136 46
Percent 100 100 100

Yes 53 80 76
No . 42 18 22
Don't know .. ... I 5 . 2 2

'Excluded from the totals are six N.A.'s from I; one N.A. from
II; two N.A.'s from III.
I vs. + Ill) l'No's' and 'Don't knows' combined), Chi' =
15.624, ld.f., P < 0.001.

tively high rate of itievances experienced by the

participant sample.

"Hustling"

It was anticipated that labor force participation would
be related to participating in hustling or to favorable
attitudes about hustling. (Hustling comprises illegal ot
marginally legal income-producing activities.) If one can
and is willing to obtain money from sources other "than
regular work, his participation in the "straight" world of
work would be expected to be re'duced. Respondents
were asked, "In your part of town, are:there opportuni-
ties to make money through hustling?" Here, the two
casual, nonparticipant subsamples, although not differ-
ing from one another, were substantially more likely to
perceive such opportnnities (over- thr(e-fourths co-m-
pared with one-half) than were the job program partici-
pants. (See table 21.)

The respondents were then asked, "Which is bet-

Table 22. Percent Distribution of Labor. Force Partici-
pation by Preference for Hustling or Regular Job'

'11

Preference
I

. Program
participant

II
9asuel

Sometime
worked

III
Casual
Never

worked
46/

Number; 182 135 48
Percent 100 100 100

Regular job 91 59 23
Hustling 3 17 42
Don't know 6 24 35

' Excluded from the totals are 4 N.A.'s in I; and 2 N.A.'s in II.
I vs. II vs. (2 X 3 table) Chi' = 98.716, 2d.f., P <0.001.

Table 23k Percent Distribution of Labor Force Partici-
pation by COMmitment to Work Attitudes'

Would you rather
be around the

neighborhood all
day than go to
a regularjob7

I

Program
Participant

II
Casual

Sometime
worked

Casual
Never

worked

Number
Percent

Yes
No ......
Don't knoW

183
100

14
. 86

1

137
100

34' 64
2

48
100

50
40

' 10

' Excluded from the totals are thiee N.A.'s in I.
I vs. 11 vs. III, (2 X 3 table). "No," the committed response, is in
one row, "yes" and "don't know" are in the tecctnd row. Chi'
45.957, 2d.f., P <0.001.

NOTE: Due ,to rolinding-, sums of individual items may nOt
equal totals.

ter ... a regulai job or hustling?" This was a more direct
question and reveals an even clearer pattern. Ninety-one
percent of the program participants said regular jobs
compared with 59 percent of the current nonpartici-
pants who had Worked sometime, compared with only
23 'percent of those who had never worked. (See table
22.)

Commitment to Work

A series Of 6 items were included to measure "com-
mitment to work,"I ° the extent to which a worker
believes in the "traditional" Work ethic. The responses
,were generally consistent with the expectation that the
program participants wolild be the more committed and

Table 238. Percent Distribution of Labor rotes Partici-
pation by Commitment to Work Attitudesi

,

If you had enough
money r that you
would not have to
hold down a regu-
ler job, would you

still woHc?

I

Program
participant

I I

Casual
Sometime
worked

III
Casual'
Never

worked

,

Number
Percent

Yes
No
Don't know

183
100

70
29

1

. 137
100

50
48
2

48
100

27
'65

8

3 Excluded from the totals are three N.A.'s in I.
1 vs. 11 vs. 111, (2 X 3 Table). "Yes," the commited response, is in
one row, "no" and "don't know" are in the second row. Chi2
25.182, 2d.f., P <0.001.
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Table 23C. Percent Distribution of Labor Force Partici:
pation by Commitment to Work Attitudes'

Some of the main
I I I I I

interests and Wes. I Casual Casuai
sures in life are Program Sometime Never

connected with a
regular job.

participant wor ked wor ked

Number 183 137 48
Percent 100 100 100

Yes 73 32 19
No 24 58 62
Don't know 3 10 19

'Ex-cluded from the totals are three N.A.'s from I.
I vs. II vs. III, (2 X 3 Table). "Yes," the committed response, is
in one row, "no" and "don't know" are in the second row. Chi'

101.925, 2d.f., P < 0.001.

..

that the casual, nonparticipant respondents, less com-
mitted, (See tables 23, A-F.)

In most instances, the two groups that made up the
casual sample could be further differentiated from one
another; the never worked group ;flowed even less
commitment than the sometime worked group. This was

' not the case with Item E (table 23-E), or Item F (table
23-F), where no difference between groups is indicated.
Items A, B, C, and D, would appear, at this stage of
analysis, to be the better measures of commitment to
the "traditional" work ethic.

"qpmmitment to work" values, though they may not

1

be lated to work performance or other on-the-job
v les, seem to have some relation to labor force, .

p licipation. To this extent, the data qualified Gerald
Gur;ft's criticism of the approach which "sees poverty'
grolltis as lacking some of the goals, aspirations, and
val of."middle-class" society ..."I I In distinguishing

Tabi 3D. Percent Distribution of Labor Force Partici-
pation by Commitment to Work Attitudes'

Regular work is
one of the most
satisfying parts

of life.

I

Program
participant

II
Casual

'Sometime
worked

I II
Casual
Never

worked

Number
Percent

Yes

No
Don't knit"' .

182
100

55
41

4

137
100

20
72

7

48
100

15
69
17

Excluded from the totals are four N.A.'s in I.
I vs. + Ill), (2 X 2 Table). "Yes," the committed responses,
are in one row, "no" and "don't know" are in the other'. Chi'
49.816, ld.f., P < 0.001.

NOTE: Due to rounding, sums of individual items may not
equal totals.

Table 23E. Percent Distribution of Labor Force Partici-
pation by Commitment to Work Attitudes'

Spare.time activi-
ties are much

more enjoyable
than regular work

Program
participant

II
Casual

Some t i me
worked

Ill
Casual
Never

worked

Number 182 136 47
Percent 100 100 100

Yes 62 84 70
No 32 10 11
Don't know. . 6 6 19

Excluded from thie totals are four N.A.'s in I; one N.A in II;
and, one N.A. in Ill.
I vs. + Ill), .(2 X 2 table), "No," the committed response, is in
one row, "yes" and "don't know" are in the other rowAChi2 s

= 21.952, ld.f., P <.001.

the working from the nonworking poor, these values are
not irrelevant. However, for the working poor, these
values are of little use in explaining work performance.
(See further discussion of work commitment in Chapter
III.)

Drive to Get Ahead

Two items attempted to measure "drive to get ahead."
These indicators differed from work commitment in that
they were less ideological and involved the respondent's
philosophical assumptions less than the preceding group
of questions. Both items differentiated the sample
groups. Program participants were more willing than the
casual sometime worked group to move in order to get
ahead, 65 and 57 percent, respectively. This latter group,
in Ulm, was more willing to move than those who never
worked (33 percent). When respondents were asked

Table 2*. Percent Distribution of Labor Force Partici-
pation bi Commitmenj to Work Attitudes'

Work is lust a
way of making

money

I

Program
participant

I I

Casual
Sometime
worked

I I I

Casual
Never

wor ked

Number
Percent

Yes
No .. .
Don't know

183
100

71
28
11

137
100

69
22
10

47
100 /

66
28

6

'Excluded from the totals are three N.A.'s in I and one N.A.'in

NOTE: Due to rounding, sums of individual items may not
equal totals.
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Table 24A. Percent Distrihution of Labor Force Partici- Table 25A. Percent Distribution of Labor' F Irce Partici-
pation by Drive to Get Ahead Indicators' pinion by Efficacy Attitudes'

To get ahead,
vyould you be'will-
ing to move your
family to a new

part of the
country?

I

Program
participant

II
Casual

Sometime
worked
-

III .

Casual
Never

worked

Number
Percent

Yes
No
Don't know

183
100

65
30

5

137
100

57
39

4

48
100

33
58

8

' Excluded from the totals are three N.A.'s in I.
I vs. III ("No's" and "don't know's" in one row) Chi' = 14.578,
ld.f.,P < 0.001.
II vs. III ("Nit's" and "don't know's" in one row) Chi' = 7.078,
ld.f P<0.01. -

NOTE: Due to ounding, sums of individual items may not
equal totals.

about "willingness to do work you don't like," the
differences were as great, if not greater. The data show
that around two-thirds of the participants would have
been willing while only half of the casual sometime .
Worked,would. The proportion drops to a fifth for the
never worked. (See tab3e5 24A and 24B.)

Efficacy

Five efficacyAtems, which had been used before by
Gerald Gurin, were employed in this study. Mr. Gurin
believes that efficacy, the extent to which one feels he
has a control over his-destiny as opposed to being deter--
mined by external forces, is crucial for job success.
Efficacy',- in the Gurin serise overrides other considera-

Table 24B. Percent Distribution of Lahor Force Partici-
pation by Drive to Get Ahead Indicate&

Would you be
willing to do I

II
Casual

I I I

Casualwork you don't
like in order
to get ahead

. Program
participant

,'
Sometime
worked

Never
worked

Number . , 182 137 48
Percent 100 100 100

Yes i 63 . 49 21
No 34 45 75
Don't know 3 6 4

' Excluded from the totals are four "N.A.'s" in I.
I vs. II vs. III, 2 X 3 Table, ('f+lo's" and "Don't know's" in one
row) Chi2 = 27.523, 2d.f., P <0.001.

,

Attitudes Program
participant

Casual
Sometime

worked

Ill
Casual
Never

worked

Number
Percent

183
100

137
100

48
100

When I make plans I am
almost certain that I
can make them work 51 58 56

.It la not always a good
idea to plan too far
ahead, because many
things turn out to be

' a matter of good or
bad luck anyway 49 42 44

Don't know

' E xcluded f rom the totals are three N.A.'s from I.

NOTE: Due to rounding, sums of individual items may not
equal totals.

tions of values and cultural expectations, which the data
in this study have shown to be of some import.
Therefore, it was considered important to learn more
about efficacy, rightly considered a crucial issue on
theoretical grounds as well as on the basis of Gurin's
empirical investigations. BLS data showed no clear
pattern of differentiation among the sample groups on
the issue of efficacy. (See tables 25 AE,)

In one table (25-B), the never worked group answered
more in the efficacious direction than did the _other
nonparticipant group; the responses of this group, in
turn, indicated greater feelings of efficacy than were felt

Table 258. Percent Distribution of Labor Force Partici-
pation by Efficacy Attitudesl_

Attitudes
I

Program
participant

II
Casual

s
worked

I II
Casual
Never

worked

Number 182 137 48
Percent .. ..... :-., 100 100 100

I've usually felt pretty
sure my life would
work out the way I
want it to

.

33 42 54
There have been times

when I haven't been
very sure that my life
would work out the
way I wont it to 66 57 46

Don't know 01 1 ...

' Excluded from the total are four N.A.'s from I.
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, Table 25C. Percent Distribution Of Labor Force Partici- Table 25E. Percent Distrjbution of Labor rorce
potion by Efficacy Attitudes' pation by Efficacy Attitudes'

.

Attitudes
I

Program
participant

II ,..

Casual
Sometime

worked

III
Casual
Never

worked

Number 182 137 48
Percent 100 100 100

C

When people disagree
with me, I sometimes
start to wonder
whether I'm right 37 42

I nearly always feel .

sure of myself, even
when people disagree
with me. 62 69

Donl know 2 .... 2

' Excluded from the totals are four N.A. $ from I.
NOTE: Due to rounding, sums of individual items MO/

equal totals,

; 4

/

(/

not

Attitudes
I

Program
pa rticipant

II
Casual

Sometime
worked

III
Casual
Never

worked

Number 180 136 46
Percent 100 '' 100 100

..'..
When I make plans ahead,

I usually get to
carry thin out thegs

way_l ixpetted 56 i 46 52
Things usually come up

to make me change
my plans / 44 54 48

Don't know -1 .1.

I Excluded from the totals are six N.A.'s from I; one N.A. from
II; two N.A.'s from III.

NOTE: Due to rounding, sums of individual
equal totals.

Table 25D. Percent Distribution of Labor FOrce Partici-
pation by Efficacy Attitudes'

Attitudes

...

,

10

PrOgram
barticipant//

,/ II
/ Casual

Sometime
worked

II I
Casual
Never

worked

Number
Percrjnt

I often have trouble mak- .
ing up my mind about
important decisions ...

I don't have much-trouble
making up mv mind , /
about important deci-1
sions . l ./

Don't know . . ----
_

18?
/

100///
/ 29

71--. _

/

,

135
100

29

71
...

48--
100

71
...

I Excluded frorty the totals are four N.A.:s from I, and two
N.A.'s from II.

13

items may not

Table 26. Percent Reporting Mustljng by Efficacy Items
for Never Worked

.

Efficacious responses
-...._.

N o

hustling

,

.

Hustling
Refused

to
answer

When -I make plans, I -am
almost certain that I can
have them work 52 53 25

(N=21) (N=23) (N-4)
I've usually felt Pretty

sure my life could work
out the way I want it to 29 22 50

. (N-21) (N..23)- (N=4)
I nearly always feel sure of

myself, even when people
disagree with me 57

-

65 75
(N-21) (N-23) (N-4) -

I don't have much trOuble
making up mind about ' .

important decisitin---' 71 70 50
(N-21) (N=23) (N.4)

When I make plans aimed, I
usually get to carry
things out the way I
expected 81 59 75

. (N=21) (W23) (N-4)

is



-- Table 27. Percent Distribution of Labor Force Partici-
pation by Most Important Part of Life'

.1. At.

a

'Mo st
important
part of life

I

Program
participant

II
Casual

Sometime
worked

III
Casual
Never

worked

Number 182 135 47
Percent . 100 100 100

Making a living 23 23 36
Friendship 5 19 15
Spareti me activities 2 2 , 9
Homi and family 70 06 . 40.
Don't ICilqw 1 ... ..,

Excluded from the tab4 re four N.A2's frorii.1;_ti40-11A-'s
from II; one N.A. from al. _
I vs. 11 v.. III, 2 its,3 fable, e'llome fithIliPi in one row, all
others in second rowl'Chi',7 P< 0.001:

NOTE: Due to rounding,`zurni of individual items may not
equal totals.

0

by the program participants. The,pattern is the reverse
of what was expected.

It was thought that this might be 'due to the high
proportion of "hustling" .in the neVer orked group
(around half). Hustlers, after all, as the naMe,suggests,

-
are expending considerable energy:to ac'quirOncome,---,
even though it is 'not necessarily through legitimate"
'means. But aft examination Of tables'telating hustling
to the efficacy items does not show any positive
findings. Hustlers, as identified in the'sample, do not
have feelings of greater efficacy. (See table 26.)

Efficacy does not seem to be a-factor in the minimum
work performance, laborr.force entryltrniiy be Jelated
positively to other measurekof fieiformance andsuccess
as Gurin's data suggest'. This isiue Willibejeturned to Ina
subsequent section. At this point-, *oil( Can be viewed as

J a prOcess -in which different aititudis ate -engaged,ai
different stages of one's."tareer."

.

Most important Part-of Lifi
;

_

Finally, when asked which parr: of life is most
important to him, his way of Making a living, his
friendships, his spare-time activities, or his home and
family, "home and farnilyr was selected by_a high
propOrtion (70 perCent)'of piogram participants, aticiut
one-half of the casual nonparticipants who had worked
at some time, and only two-fifths of thOse wh% had
never worked. These results were in the, expected
direction. (See table 27.)

4 9
14 -a-

.5.?

'71

'.".

0



Chapter III. Attitudinal Items in Relation to
"Stayers" an "Leavers"

In the previous chapter, the responses of persons in
and gut of the labor force to a given set of attitudinal
items were compared. In this chapter, the responses to
these same and other items will be compared for two
subsample`gromps of persons in the labor ;force. These
persons are identified as "stayers" or "leavers" based on
the length of employment on the progi-am Sob.

,

Originally, the intent Was to establish arbitrarily
,

extreme duration criteria; that is, leavers were to be
those who left' the program job within! 3-month period
and stayers were to be those who remained on the
program job 12 months or more. However, because of
the small number falling in these categories, the stayer-leaver.classification (was ,made after a ireliminary
analysis of the re Kinr,31 7 ,

'---- ,.
' The "Stayer) aye" iria1 sil of responses to the

items discussEi in this chapt
t

r is crucial for establishing' '''"
the utility of such items for future use in identifying the
problem of why some men take a job and leave it. The
substantive analysis which .follows is/ primarily for
methodological purposes, that is, to test the validity of
the items.

, The sample of men who participated in manpower
programs (186 cases) was sorted into groups as follows:
one group of men who were on manpower program jobs
8 months or more (88 cases); one group who quit in 7
months or less (62 cases); a group of 16 men for whom
no job was available; and 20 others who could not be ._

classified in terms of months on the job. (Typically, they -,

were given the job within the 7/ months prior to the
interview and were still on it;.thus, it, Could not be said
that they were on it 8 months, the cut-off point. In
other cases, respondents were / laid-off for economic
reasons or quit for a better job; they, too could not be,
classified.)

The; comparison was made of the first two groups,:
"stayers" and "leavers"in terms of a number of
characteristics.' 2 Some of these itetni were iooked at
earlier in comparing the sample groups. These earlier

*, comparisons will be alluded to here when necessary.
I

A characteristic which appears to differentiate stayers
and leavers is the average wage earned per month
worked, in the 12-month period prior to entering the
program job. This measure of prior performance was
expected to be related to subsequent performance as
Measured by duration on the program job. The stayers
were slightly more likely to have had higher Wages-57
percent had earned over $400 a month compared with
46 percent for the leavers. (See table 28.) .

aide 28. Percent Distribution of Duration by Average
Monthly Wags'

Average wage Stayers Leavers

Number 67 46
Percent 100 100

Under 8400 a-month 43 54

Over 8400 a month 57 46

'ExCluded from the totals are 21 stayers and
had not worked the full prior 12 months,
Stayers vs. Leavers Chi' = .931, ld.f., not significant.

An examination of the schOoling of the program
participants in relation to the . program source or
manpower agency will give somt idea of the extent to
which the progiame"crearned-off" the better educated
applicants. The question arose whether some programs
wire -more likely to recruit men who did not need the
assistance Of the prograni. (See table 29.)

Except for one source, the 'majority in each prograin
were high school graduates. To that extent, possibly the
programs were not selecting the most difficult cases. .

'Stayers _.anCleavers differ in terms of educational
attainment. (See table 30.) Stayers were more likely to
have been at least high school graduates than were
leayers. Of stayers, 70 percent had completed 12 nr
more years of formal education compared with 51
percent- of leavers. Stayers and leavers were compare&
with respect to a number of variables that characterize
the job that, they got through a manpower program.

16 leavers who

Table 29. Percent Distribution of Program Sources' by
Educational Attainment'

:

\ Sources
Totals

Educational attainment
(percent/

14umber Percent 8.11 years 12 years

Total of all .

sources 182 100 41 59
Source A 20 100 40 60.
Source 8 39 100 48 54
Source C
Source 13

24
30

100
100 i 5843

s=12

57
Source E 18 100 44 56
Source F 16 100 19 81
Source G 12 100 25-- 75
Source H 10 100 40 so
Source 1 6 100 17 83
Source J 7 100 29 71

'Excluded are four N.A.'s.



First, the hourly wage received on the program job was
examined. (See table 31.) The stayers were more likely
to have received higher wages. The earninp of 61,
percent of the stayers were $3.00 an hour or more, but
only 24 peicent of the leavers earned as much. Table 3!
shows the influence that economic incentives can have
on turnover. The percent differences in table 31 should
be compared with those of tables 32 to 37.

The survey went beyond this objective attribute of the
job to the respondent's own attitudes, how he felt about
the job. Stayers and leavers were compared in terms of
their general job satisfaction. They were asked: "How
satisfied, in general, are (were) you with your. job?
Completely satisfied, pretty satisfied, not very satisfied,
not at all sinisfied?" This question is the classic item to

Table 30. Percent Distribution of Duration by Mkt.
tional Attainment!

Years of school completed Stayers Leavers

Number
Percent

8-11 years
12.years
13 or more years

87
100

61
100

49
151

Excluded from the total are one N.A. in the staye s, and one
N.A. from the leavers.
Stayers vs. leavers, Chi' = 4.856, "di., P < 0.05. (Chik_was
calculated from a 2 X 2 table, with the 8-11 years categSry
against all others.)

Table 31. Percent Distribution of Duration by Hourly
Wage Rate'

Houj wage rate Stayers Leavers

Number 87 62
Percent , 100 100

$2.99 or less 39 76
$3.00 or more 61 24

I Excluded from the stayer total is one N.A.
Stayers vs. leavers, Chi' = 18.288, 1d.f., P < 0.001.

Table 32. Percent Distribution of Duration by General
Satisfaction on Program Jobi

Degree of satisfaction Stayers Leavers

Number
Percent

Completely satisfied or pretty satisfied
Not very satisfied or not at all satisfied

88
loo

76
24

60
100

45
55

Excluded from the leaver total are one N.A. and one D.K.
Stayers vs. leavers, Chi' = 13.591, ld.f., P < 0.001.

measure satisfaction with the ensemble of job attrib-
utesirurinsic (the task) and extrinsic (the conditions
surrounding the task). (See. table 32.) The stayers were
more likely to be satisfied with tlie job. Seventy-six
percent of stayers were completely satisfied or pretty
satisfied compared with 45 percent of lealiers.

s An attempt was made to breakdooirk, this general

attitude into specifics by asking about satisfaction with
pay on this job. ("Hoit satisfied are (were) you with the
pay you receive(d)r) (See table 33.)

The data show that pay gatisfaction also lifferentiated
the 2 groups. The proportion of stayels who were
completely or pretty satisfied with pay was 61 percent;
the comparable figure for leavers was 49 percent.
However, this difference is not as great as for general job
satisfaction.

Another attitude examined was whether the program
participant felt that on the program job he had a chance
to "get ahead." This was an attempt to get at the
relationship between one's view of a job as a "dead end"
and one's attachment to the job. (See table 34.)

Stayers (70 percent) were much more likely tO view
the job asproviding a chance to get ahead than were
leavers (47 percent). This item furnished another clue to
the source of job attachmentthe concern for advance-
ment on the job. (The question was asked about the
chance "for you" to get ahead on the program job.) The
item merits inclusion in a large-scale survey since it

Table 33. Percent Distribution of Duration by Pay
Satisfaction on Program Job'

16

Degree of satisfaction Stayers Leavers

Number 87 59
Percent 100 100

Completely satisfied or pretty satisfied 61 49
Not Very satisfied or not at all satisfiect 39 51

'Excluded from the stayer total is one D.K. Three N.A.'s are
excluded from the leaver total.
StaYers vs. leavers Chi' = 1.528, 1d.f., not significant.

Table 34. Percent Distribution of Duration. by Oppbr-
tunity to "Get Ahead" on Program Jobi

Chance to get ahead Stayers LOavers

Number
Percent

There was a chance to "Get Ahead" ...
There was no chance to "Get Ahead"

84
1 oo

70
30

57
100

47
53

'Excluded from the-stayer total are,4 D.K.'s. ExCluded from
the leaver total are 3 O.K.'s and 2 N.A.'s.
Stayers vs. leavers, Chi' = 6.597, 1d.f., P < 0.02.



appears to be a useful sOcial indicator.
Another attitude toward the program job ,which was

examined was how intere5fing the participant thought
the' work- was. ("How ititeresting is.(was) the work you
do (did)?") (See table 35.) This item turned out to be
quite significant in differtiating stayers anti 464vr,82
percent of stayers thouat the work was very or pretty
interesting compared with only 49 percent of leavers.
Surprisingly,. not. only did it produce differences to the
extent of 33, percentage points between stayers and
leavers who found work interesting, bu(this -difference_
was greater than, was the case-for pay satisfaction. (See
table 33.) It Was not expectett that the intrinsic rewards

'of the job, that is, whether it is interesting, would be so
imporhint among nonprofessional workers.

This question Suggests that in the population surveyed
needs for challenging work take precedence over neuls
for money.,Perhaps this result is due to the fact that the
sample contains many young men who .can "make it"
given the possibly availa'ble chanhels of economic assis-
tance from relatives, friends, and institutions.

On the other hand, perhaps a new mystique is infusing
the ghetto to the extent that "meaningful-work" is not a
marginal requirement in a job, but something demanded
even more taan good pay. (In the "global village," the
image of "il.teresting work" being done by young
doctors and lawyers as transmitted by television has a
demonstration effect on other, distant strata of the

Table 35. Percept.Distribution of Duration by View of
Work on Program Job'

View of work Stayers Leavers

Number 88 59
Percent 100 100

Very interesting or pretty interesting $2 49
Not,verv interesting or not at all

interesting 18 51

'Excluded from the leaver total are 1 N.A. and 2 D.K.'s.
Stayers vs. leavers, Chi' = 16.042, ld.f., P < 0.001. ,

--population.) Ali. Maslow's "hierarchy of needs" in

_ __which economic motivators are more prepotent than
s9nolic values thus may be somewhat reversed in our
tample. These issues obviously require further explora-
tion in a larger survey especially designed to elucidate
them.

Also noteworthy was the,finding in which stayers and
leavers were compared with respect to their perception
of the opportunity to learn new skills on the Program
job. The proportion of the stay'dli. who 'perceived an
oppoOnity to learn new skills &Ei the job reached 79

Table 36. Percent Dittribution of Duration by
Perceived Opportunity to Learn New Skills on Program
Job'

Opportunity Stayers Leavérs

Number 87 59
Percent 100 100

Have an opportunity to learn new skills 79 56
Have no opportunity to learn new skills 21 44

Excluded from the stayer total us one D.K. Excluded from
the leaver total are one 13.K, and twp N.A.'s.
Stayers vs. leavers, Chi' = 8.008, ld.f., P < 0.01.

percent; the corresponding rate for leavers was 56
percent. (See table 36.) Table 36 gives further evidence
that the immediate pay of the 'job_ ts not the only
consideration for program participants in their decision
to remain on the job.

And,Tinally, in this series of questions, the respondent
was asked what he fdt people he knew thought about '
the Program job. (See table 37.) Stayers (87 percent)
were much more likely than leavers (59 percent) to
perceive others as thinking favorably of their jobs.
Leavers also had a higher proportion indicating they'did .

not know what others thought. (Perhaps one does not
know ,What one does not want to know.) The social
image of the job may be internalized by the job-holder
and reinforce his decision to stay.

"Culture" of the Job

It was-expected that responses on a number of items
relating to the "culture" of the job would be related to
duration on that job:The respondent was asked whom
he Woul,d be more comfortable witha white or black

Table 37. Percent Distribution of Duration bY Individ-
ual's Perception of How Others He Knows View His
Program Jobl

Views about job Stayers Leavers

Number 86 58
Percent 100 100

Very good or pretty good 87 59
Not very Nod or not at all good 9 28
Don't know .3 14

lExctuded from the stayer total ,re 2 N.A.'s. Excluded from
the leaver total are.4 N.A.'s.
Stayers vs. leavers, Chi' = 13.865, ld.f., P < 0.001 (Chil was
calculated from a 2 X 2 table, with th.: Not Very Good and
Don't Know's combined.)
'NOTE: Due to rounding, sums of individual items may not

equa221.
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supervisor. (See table 38.) Table 40. Pacent Distribution of

What is of interest is the proportion that said black Perception of Discrimination on Job'
(compared With white or either). In, this.,Temect , no

difference existed between the stayers aild leavers.

About half of both stayers and leavers'preferred black
supervisors. Thus, this measure of race-consciousness did:.
not have the relationship to duration that was antici-
pated.

Similarly, no relationship appeared to exiFt between
duration and whether the worker was more cornfortable
with black coworkers. (See table 39.)

Table 38. Percent Distribution of Duration by

DuratiOn by

Whether treated unfairly because black Stayers 1' Leavers

Numb:3-
Percent

Yes

No

87
100

40
60

60
100

35
65

Excluded from the stayer to,tal is one N.A. Excluded from
the leaver total are 2 N.A.'s.

Supervisor Preference'

Preference, Stayers Leavers

Number 80 56
Percent 100 100

Prefers white supervisor 5 4

Prefers black supervisor 48 46
Either 48 50

' Excluded from stayer total are 8 N.A.'s. Exc uded from
leaver total are 6 N.A.'s.

NOTE: Due to rounding, sums of individual items may not
equal totals.

.Tabie 39. Percent Distribution
Coworker Preference'

Preference

Number
Percent

Prefers whites 2
Pref firs blacks 51 58
Eithlr 47 42

of Duration by

Stayers

85
100

Leavers

59
100

Excluded,from both totals are 3 N.A.'s,

41. Selected Job Attitudes by Duration
Program Job'

on

Attitudes Stayers
(percent)

Leavers
(percent)

._
Percent that felt there was too much

red tape
I .

Percent that f t they had been evvi h.

pected to unnecessarily formal
lahguage

\

firelin.What felt uncomfortallagbout
they were expected Tar)

dress

Percent that often felt bossed-around

Percent that cftilituninipor tent
or insignificant

Percent that felt people tried to make
them feel unimportant or insignifi-
cant

28
(Nz87)

10
(N.60)

8 5
IN.87) .(N-60)

12 17
. (N-87) (N.60)

40 , 28
(N.87) (N.60)

31 17

(N.86) (N-59)

.29 18
(N.87) I -60)

-'N.A.1 excluded.

A series of items was developed to,measure the strain
VP' produced by a number of norms associated with work.

(See discussion in the previous section.) The hypothesis
was that there were expectations about language, dress,
and standard job procedures. It was anticipated that
leavers would have had more difficulties with these
norms; further, items were included to measure the sense
of grievance . with authority on the jol.b. Table 41
iummarizes the data.

The frame of reference of all these questions is "on
jobs you've had." Thus, as in the item about perception
of discrimination, above, affirmative responses May be a
function of the number of jobs or time spent on jobs.
These flps have4ot been standardized, so apparent
findings that stayers have these grievances more than
leavers, cannot be accepted as substantive..and unambigu-
ous.

By controlling for whether the 'grievance was on the

Also, no relation seemed to occur between duration
and whether the respondent felt that on his job he had
been treated unfairly because he was black. (See table
40.) It is hard to know whether table 40 reflects a lack
of a real substantive difference between stayers and
leavers in the expected direction or if the item was not
measuring what it was intend-; to measure. Maybe
stayers have had more jobs in the past and the more

_ jobs, the mote opportunity to experience discrimination.
In this case, perception of discrimination would not be
measured, but rather number of jobs held by the
respondent. On its face, the item presents difficulty. The
problem is similar to that enéountered with the cultural
grievance items, which are to be discussed in the

following pages.
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Table 2. Percent Distribution
Experience of Grievance by Whether

of Duration by
on Program or

Other Jr lb

Grievance

]

Occurred on
Program Job

Occurred on Other
than Program Job

a

Stayers
(percent)

Leavers
(percent)

Stayers
(percerrt)

Leavers
(percent)

Treatoo

becbuse
21 15 20 20

Things which
,bother
much .... 19 23 33 28

Red tape ... / 16 5 11 5
Language .. 3' 3 5 2
Dress 8 1 j 3 3
Bossed-

around 25 17 15 12
Felt unim

portant 19 12 13 5
Per4ila tried .

tO:make
feeS un
iMportant 14 12 , 15 7

program job or on some other job, some light was shed
on these generally higher grievance rates for stayers than
leavers..(See table 42.)

First, out of 8 comparisons of grievance areas,

most showed the grievance rate for program
job as greater for stayers than for leavers. (Stayers
greater than leavers, five cases; stayers equal leavers, one
ease; leavers 0-eater than stayers,, two caseS.) These
program jobs appear to be grievance-producing. (A
sufficiently large sample size was.lacking to argue, this
substantive point, but the direction of the differences
may provide,some supporting evidence.)

And, as the grievance experience continued, then prior
jobs also were seen-as. unpleasant. The ,comparisons of
stayers and leavers for the jobs other than the program
job (coluMns C and D) showed again thk stayers were
more likely to' have,had grievance-producing experiences
than were leavers. Perhaps, once the current or recent
experience was seen as discomforting, then in retrospect,
other jobs were seen in the same light, independent of
what they "really" were like.

Responses to a series of 6 items which purported to
measure "Commitment, to Work" were compared for
stayeis and leavers. The results were somewhat more in
conformity with prior expectations. A higher proportion
of stayers than leavers indicated a "commitment," in
five of the six items. (See table 43.) .-.

Though differences in each item between stayers and
leavers.were small, the direction of the differences for 5

19

items suggest tkit the :tems have some validity. When a
total SCOFC was comrTnt%k (excluding item F.) for
"eommiiment to work" (giving one point for each
"conimitted" response), the differences bet wren stayers
and leavers were- somewhat more dramatic, and in the
same direction. Scores of four or live on the index were
made by 47 percent of the stayers; the comparable
proportion for leavers was 40 percent. (See table 44.)

Table 43. Commitment to Work Attitudes by Duration
on Program Jobs .

Attitudes

A. Percent who would rather not be
aroundthe neighbOrhood all day
than go to a regular job

8. Percent that would still work even
if they were to get enough money
so that they would not have to
hold a regular job.

C. Percent indicatinc -that some of the
main interests cf life are con-
nected with a regular job

D. Percent indicating that regular work
is n e of the' Most satisfying
J:i6rts of life fl

E. Percent denying that spare-time ac .
tivities are much more enjoyable
than regular work

F. Percent denying that work is just a
way of making money

excluded.

Stayers
(percent)

Leavers
(percent)

88 82
(N=87) (N-60)

71 67
(N=87) (N=60)

70 , 68
(N=81) (N=60)

56 48
(N=86) (N..60)

27 35
(N=86) (N-60)

32 25
(N=87) (N=60)

Table 44. Percent Distribution of Duration by Commit-
ment to Work Index

Index Stayers

Number
Percent

4 or 5
3,2,1,0

ss
100

47
53

Letniers

62
. 100

'40

Item Analy-sis of Commitment to WorkA Digression

Of these five items, it could be established which items
contribute most to the total index score. This item analy-
sis was performed by ;,00king at each item in relation to
the extremes of the total score, to see what the item con-
trib'nted to the score. (See. table 45.) Item D, and then
F, had the highest ratio of high to low index scores.
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Table 45. Percent Committed on lndiVidual Items by
Total Commitment Scorii Extremes'

References

Total Score
(percent)

5,4 1 0,1.2

A. As in Table 43 98 67
O. As in Table 43 94 27
C. As in Table 43 97 27,
D. As in Table 43 88 12

43 50 10

Drive to Get Ahead

Two items measuring Drive to Get Ahead produced
differences ,hetween stayers and leavers in the expected
threction, (See table 46.) These ittens were similar to
"commitment to work" items discussed earlier' in that
they 'purported tt; measure attadmient to important
values of socety -in this instance, success. The data
showed that treM A, wdlingness to move family in order
to get ahead, appeared to differentiate stayers (72
percent) from leavers (53 percent). This difference was
grer,tet than that produced by any of, the work comMit-
went items.

I .

,! Table 46. Drive to Get Ahead by Duration on Program
JOb.-

ive

A. 'Percent that would be willing
to move.family to get ahead . . /. .

B. Percent that would be willing
to do work they didn't like
to get ahead

Stayers
(percent)

Leavers
(percent)

72
(N=87)

65
(N=86)

53
(N-60)

55
(N=60)

N.A.'s excluded.
Stayers vs. leavers: A. Chi = 4,652, lcf.f P < 0 05.
a. Chi' = 1.124. ld.f., not significant. .

Efficacy

The items, which were supposed to measure the sense
of personal efficacy or control that the worker felt, did
not differentiate the groups. This result is consistent
with Gerald Gurin's findings that personal efficacy is not
related to dropping out of a job training program.' 4 One
difficulty with some of these items was that they had
appeared somewhat arrogant about problematic issues.
This attitude is unrealistic. An example of such an itein
is the following: "I nearly always feel sure of myself,
even when people disagree with me:" This attitude may
be quite inconsistent with staying on a job.(See table 47.)

Table 47. Efficacy by Duration
(Percent Choosing Efficacy
Items)1.

on Program Job
Response bi ail Pair of

Attitude Stayers

When I rroke plans, I am almost
sure I can make them work

I've usually felt pretty sure my
life would work out the way I
want it to

I nearly always feel sure of myself,
even When people disagree with
me

I don't have much trouble making
up my mind about important
decisions

When I make plans ahead. I usually
get to carry things out the
way I expected

'N.A.'s excluded.

Social Background

49
(N=87)

29
(N=86)

59
(N .87)

Leavers

(1581*-601

, 37.
/ (N591

70 77
(N=861 (N-60)

52
(N=87) !

61
(N57)

An examination of some background characteristics of
the individuals sheds some light on the determinants of
job at tachment. These attributes included age, region of
origin', and marital status. First, stayers were older than
leavers. Forty-four percent of the stayers Were 25 years
or older, compared with 30 percent of the leavers. (See-
table 48.) This result suggests that stayers were more
settled, less likely to feel they cart afford to "flounder"
ajound.

5

Table 48. Percent Distribution of Duration by Age of
Participants

40e
9 t_

:stayers

Number
Percent

24 years or less
25 years or more

1,002

se
44

Leavers

- 61
100

70
30

Excluded from the leaver total is one N.A. i

Stayers vs. leavers Chi' 2.738, ld.f., not significant.

Next, stayers were more likely to be from the South.
Of the stayers, 53 percent were born in the South; only
34 Percent of the leavers were born there. (See table 49.)
This 'result accords with the idea that the city erodes 4
traditidnal patterns of defetence.stoward job authority,
which the .black man was more likely to observe in
Southern, rural society. ,
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°table 49. Percent Distribution of Duration by Place of Table .51. Percept Distribution of Duration by 'Most
Birth' lmportarit Part of Life'

Place of Birth

Number
Percent

San Francisco Bay Area
Other Cities in California
The South

Deep South (Ala., Miss.,Ge.,
La., S.C., Ark.)

Other South (N.C., Va., Tex
Fla., Ky., Terth., Md.,
Del., W. Va., Okla.,
D.C.)

Other States
Other Countries

Stayers Leavers

88 61
100 100

33 48
9 8

53 34

38 23

16 11
2 10
2

Most Important Part of Life Stayers Leavers

Number 85 60
Percent 100 100

Way of making a living 18 33

Friendships 5 5

,Spare-ti me activities 1 2

Home and family 75 60

' Excluded from the stayer total are one "don't .klow" and
two N.A.'s. Excluded from the leaver total are two N.A.'s.
Stayers vs, leaveri, Chi = 3.778, ld.f ., not significant. (To be
significant at 0.05, Chi' 3.84 1 The Chi' wasCalculated from a
2 X 2 table, wittti home and family in'one,row, and all others
totaled in the second row.

Excluded from the leaver total is. one N.A.
Stayers vs. leavers, Chi' = 4.440, < .05. (The Chi' was Table 52. Percent Distribution of Duration by Income
calculated from a 2 X 2 table, with the South as one row, and all Needs'
others totaled in the second row.)

NOTE: Due to rounding, sums of individual items may not
equal totals.

Table 50. Percent Distribution of Duration by Marital
status'

Marital Status

Numbar
Percent

Never Married
Ever Married

Stayers

87
100

47
53

Leavers

61
100

59
41

I Excluded from the totals are one N.A. in the stayers arid one
N.A. in the leavers.
Stayers vs. leavers, Chi' = 1.614, Id.f .4 not significant.

Some measure of the objective obligations of re-
spondents Was pl-ovided by marital status.. Leavers
differed from stayers -in this respect in that they were
more likely to have never been married. The proportion
of leavers never married was 59 percent; of stayers, 47
percent. (See table 50:).This last finding was ionsistent
with the results front the attitudinal item which asked
which part of life was most important. (See table 51.)
The stayers (76 'percent) were more likely to mention
home and family as most important than were the
leavers (60 percent).

It was anticipated that sheer desire for greater income
would differentiate stayers and leavers:since staying on
the job is, at least, an income-producing behavior. A
higher proportion of stayeis than leavers felt that they
needed $200 a week or more to INT comfortably. (See
table 52.)
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fncome ThOught Needed Each
Week to,Live Comfortably

Number.
Percent

SOS199
$2C0 or more

Stayers Leavers

87

100

47

53

59
too

64
36

Excluded fron. totals are one N.A. in the stayers and three
N.A.'s in the leavers
Stayers vs. leavers, Chi' = 3.592, ld.f., nck significant.

Hustling

Stayers also differed from leavers in where they felt
they .could get money. Two. questions were asked
relating to "hustling." First, "In your part of town, are
there opportunities to Make money through hustling?"
Leavers were more likely to perceive this opportunity.
(See table 53.) Then .it was asked, "Which is better-a
regular job or hustling?" Again, stayers were slightly
more- inclined -to- believe-a -regular job -to-be bet-teT. (See
lable 54.)

These two "findings" were not statistically significant.
but were presented only because together they indicate a
tendency which was anticipated. However, perceptions
or preferences in this area are not likely to have much of
an effect, on duration 'on the job. It probably affects
labor foree participation but not performance once the
job has been obtained. Thus. this line of question should
be applied only in a limited manner.

The differences between stayers and leavers in terms of
hustling attitudes were consistent with differences on an
objective measure. The stayers and leavers have been
classified in terms of whether or not they had engaged in



Table 53. Percent Distribution of. Duration by Percep-
tion of Opportunities for Hustling'

Were there opportunities
for hustling?

Number
Percent

Yes
'No or Don'tfthow

StaYers Leavers

86 59
loo 100

50 64
50 36

I Excluded from totals are two N.A.'s in the stayers and three
,N.A.'s in the leavers.
Stayers vs. leavers, Chi' - 2.348, ld.f., not significant.

Table 54. Percent Distribution of Duration by Prefer-
ence for Regular Job or Hustling'

Preference Stayers Leavers

Number 86 60
Percent 100 100

Prefer regular job 94 88
Prefer hustling or have no pref-

erence between the two\, 6 12

' Excluded from the totals
two N.A.'s in the leaven.

are two N.A.'s in the stayers and

,

"hustling" af some time in the 12 months prior tn entry
into the program job. (This information was'culled from-
the respijkses, listing illicit activities, to two questions:
"When you were not working, how did you spend your.
time?" (PROBE: WHAT- ELSE DID YOU DO? and,
"People without jobs find different :Ways of getting
money to live on. In what viay did you get money tO live
on when you were not woOdng?") (See table 55.)

(

Stayers were less, likely to have hustled than were
leavers, Although the cells were small,- the results
suggest that hustling is an alternative way of life which
competes with regular employment. Only some clues
were observed as to its influence; these should be ex-
plored in.a larger substantive study.

Tilde 55. Percent Distribution
Acknowledgement of HUstlingl

of Duration by

Acknowlecbement of hustling Stayers Leavers

.Number - 88 62
ercent 100 100

Had not hustled 93 85
Had hustled 5 10
Refused to answer 2 - 5

-1Stayers vs. leavers, Chi', 1.616, ld.f ., not signif cant. (Chi'
was calculated from d 2 X 2 table, with "had hustled" end
"refuse& to-answer"-coltapsect-tnto -one-row-t

Summary

This chanter has outlined that itenis slichas pay, job
iatisfaction, and chanCe io get ahead, which related to
the peogram job situation itself, differentiated stayers
from leaVers more than did the items which related to
predispositions such as cultural norms, work commit-
ment, and efficacy. From .,the policy standpoint, the
results Ire encouraging, beCause individual attitudes are
lot amenable to direct program maniptilation. The job
situation is manipulable. Interesting jobs can..be found or
created,' even for the hardzconunemployee Good pay
cip be made available. OPportunities to ge(ahead and to
learn skills can be provided, And these factors, in turn,
can produce attachment to work:

43
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Chapter IV. Insights into the Attitudes of Men Who
Claimed They Had Never Worked

Those men who claimed that they "never worked" were
asked a variety of open-ended questions. Such questions
are good as sources of structured items iq the latter stage
of a questionnaire and often produce colorful case
material; but often they are difficult to quantify in
terms of response. This difficulty is due to the re-
spondents answering different dimensions of the
question.

As was mentioned earlier, these men .were asked,
"Think about the kinds of jobs you could get right
now . . . are there things about these jobs which you felt
would bother you so much that you would rather not
take them?" Twenty-nine of 48 said "yes" and were
then asked, "What things are they?" Responses included

--references to-low-pay or-hard work, but apprehension
about the routine and work schedule were the reasons
most often given. ("Regular 8 to 5 in an office.")
Another group of answers dealt with authority: "People
pushing you to work," "bossing me aroUnd," "someone
telling me what to do." Some respondents also men-
tioned "white supervisors."

Some responden ts said that they "couldn't get a job" or
"don't-want to work." These responses are not appro-
priate to the' question but exemplify a weakness of
open-ended items; they elicit diffuse responses.

Further, a respondent's volunteering that something
bothers him does not .preclude his- mentioning other
things, if he were directly asked about them in a series of
Structured questiOns derived from the responses to
"What things are they?" Nevertheless, the responses do
reveal the importance given to noneconomic, aspects of
jobs, and the apparent prioriq; assigned to authority and
control relations on the job.

Those who indicated that they might have difficulty in
getting to work on time at a regular job were asked,

-±"Why- is-thatT-'--The-sardy wanted to find-out what-
nonjob factors were involved in not working. Trans-
portation, which was expected to be' frequently men-
tioned, was, in fact, mentioned by only three of those
who anticipated difficulty. Eight either Preferred to
sleep or mentioned the-difficulty of getting up in the
morning. One respondent said he was "staying up late,
doing my thing." Another said, "I like' to sleep and
watch TV." Another stated that "I ain't going to get up
at 7 a.m. to go to work." Only a minority of the "never
worked" group felt that they would have difficulty in
getting to work on' time. In this rninority,, lack of
self-motivation seemed to be an important factor.

b
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Respondents were asked, "If you were going to work
at a regular job-where would you prefer to work-
downtown-in the suburbs-or in your own neigh-
borhood?" (The volunteered response, "It makes no
difference," was acceptable.) They were then asked
"Why?" A dozen (of the 30 who hag a preference)
mentioned "neighborhood" for reasons of familiarity or
comfort. Some typical responses are "because my
neighborhood is black and you don't have to put up
with white folks," "familiar with terrain," "know people
there," "it's my jungle," "protectiOn." Several others
mentioned neighborhood because itwas "closer to
home," but no indication was given Yale ther they were
thinking of transportation or familiarity.

The-responses were interesting in that-they revealed -a
cultural aspect to workplace preference. Perhaps many
men do not go away from tlesir neighboihoods to work
because the available jobs are in areas 'considered alien.
The responses suggested an area for further invesitigation.

The question was asked, "Think of a really good job
for you. What would it be like?" The interviewer was
supposed to probe for job title and characteristics. Many
respondents did not mention a specific job, perhaps
because of a lack of familiarity with the world of work.
Apparently, job attributes, such as good pay, were easier
to mention. Almost every respondent had some com-
ment about aspects of jobs.

First, 13 respondents mentioned good pay, but 11
mentioned that they wanted to have their own business
or be a supervi;oi or be "doing what I want to do at my
own pace." Again, responses were seen which indicated
hostility to authority and.control on the job: "No boss,"
"no supervisor."

When asked, "What things prevent you fronrgetting
such a job?" respondents answered more in terms of lack
of education, skill-or-training (23 cases) than in terms or
discrimination (six cases).

A few indicated that there were no jobs available (4).
A rather substantial group (8) said that they felt that
some personal attitudes or personal behavior prevented
thern from getting the job: 'They either did not want a
job or wer "tripping" ,(enjoying drugs). Five re-

spondents indicated that a jail record prevented them
from getting the job.

These responSes indicated a realistic a.vareness of the
requirements 'of desirable jobs ioday . it _could not be
assumed, however, that these men felt that-if they had
the education or skill or training that_they *mid have
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the jobs. Rather, these were the first hurdles of the
course.

The question was followed up with, "What is it like
not having a regular job?" This was an attempt to
understand the.adjustment and accommodation made by
the respondent to his not working. I,t is known that
sudden unemployment for men who hlave been em-
'ploYed is expirienced as demoralizing. But these re-

, spohdents had never worked. Therefore, their reaction
could not be anticipated.

Forty of 48 respondents gave unambiguous responses.
3f the 40, 28 responded positively about their condi-
tion. It was "really nice," "fun," "it's cool if you can
hustle," (half of the.men, in fact, had hustled) "out of
sight," "one continuous beautiful way-out trip," "it's
cool-1 manage, do anything 1 want to do." A minority

pf 12 were negative: "hell," "boring," "you kind of have
to be a little nicer to some people."

The "positive" responses cannot be taken literally, at
face value. Interviewers and observers of the inteiviews
reported thaCthe statements reflected a bravado or
defiance, for example, when a respondent said that "it's
out of sight" to not be working. Even .though complete
respotisei were elicited by interviewers, few respondents
gave-detailed descriptions of activities which might have

indicated satisfaction with their condition.
, These responses can be divided into positive or
negative rather eaSily, but they generally are not useful
for indicating what, the respondent liked or disliked
about his condition. -Fix example, when a`JeSpondent
said it's "hell" to be not working, nothing is known
about why he, felt that way. 117-.en another.respondent

- said you "have to be,a little nicer to some people," the
response can be interpreted to mean that without money
he is-more. dependent on the goodwill of others. This
kind of, inforinative response cannot be derived syste-
matically from responses to open-ended questions. The
researchers are at the mercy of the respondent and the

-interyiewer.c,Mwever, the iesponses can be suggestive
about the kinds of .problems associated with not
working.

The responses describedabove do suggest that many of
the men who "never worked" are in a kind of social
limbo: They reject the world cifwork as they find
it-and at the same time ire not enthusiastic about a life
without regular work acitvities. For some, "hustling"
represents a minimal accommodation which has the
characteristics of desirable jobs (autonomy) but at the
same time has the insecurity involved in being without
"steady work."

3, rc,-
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Chapter V. Interviewers' Background and Interaction with Resp ndents

Interviewers Background

A total of 15 interviewers were selected. All were
black men. Each either had some college training, was
currently enrolled in a college or university (either the
University of California, Berkeley, or San Francisco
State College), or had graduated from a college or
.university. Most were young (average age about 23),
though.one was about 38 years old. .

Interaction with Respondents

Approximately 10 percent of the interviews conducted
in the survey were observed by BLS staff members.
Initially in the survey, Illtese observers included both
black and white staff members. Based on the perceptions
of the white observers that . their presence 'in the
interview situations adversely influenced the interviews
in terms of interviewer-respondent rapport and the
responses themselves only the black staff members
continued to observe,. interviews. (The white observers
reported .discomfort on . the part of respondents and
interviewers; guarded responses, reluctance or hesitance

\ in responding to certain questions due to their presence.)
Problems such as those reported by the white observers
were not in evidence, when the observer was black. The
interviewers, in fact, felt that having an observer along
who was black actually facilitated the Interview process
because (1) they felt more at,ease-nOt having to go into
certain areas (or approach certain individuals) alone; (2)
their. explanation that they were doing the survey for a
black organization in the interest of the respondent or
people like him was more credible; and (3) the re-
spondents were more responsive and h6nest in the "rap
session" kind of atmosphere which the black &server's
.presence helped create.

Based on field Observation, interviewer feedback, and
the detailed responses contained in the questionnaires,
the conclusion can be made that the interviewers as a
group were impressive in their abilit* to establish
rapport with the respondents. This success in "establish-
ing rapport with respondents can be attributed to (1) the
fact that the interviewers were black, (2) they were
familiar with the dress, style, language, etc., of the
respondents and thus knew the "proper" approach and
style to use to accomplish their objective of completing
the interviews, and (3) the feeling on the part of many
of the respondents (induced primarily by the
interviewers' explanation of the purpose of the survey)
that they were contributing to -an effort which would be
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of ultimate benefit to themselves or others like them.
Field observation, interviewer feedback, and responses

(or the lack thereof) to the questionnaire also led to the
following conclusions regarding interviewer-respondent
interaction in cer tain question areas.

Cultural Iteins

Neither the interviewers nor the respondents had any
appreciable difficulty with these items. Theinterviewers
had no trouble getti g the 'respondents to understand
the items and the resçondents had no problems answer-
ing them. The langu ge, wording, and construction of
the q ns were 'clear to the respondents. Some
res n nts did volunteer that they had no problems
with Ia guage, dress, or rules_and_regiflationLAantheir-
jobs e ause the nature of the job was such that there
was little or no occasion for conflict to develop. For
example, porters, busboys, janitors, etc., would rarely
have the kind of interaction on the job which would lead
to conflict because of language, style of dress, or the
like.

Race Items

The same general pattern applied with regard to these
items as with the cultural items. The Only source of
difficulty was with questions such as, "How do you feel
about having a white supervisor?" and, "Who are you
more comfortable vitha,white or a black supervisor?"
or, "How do you feel about having white coworkers?"
and, "Who are you more comfortable withwhite or
black coworkers?" ResPOndents who had never had a
white_ supervisor, or_coworker displayed some dissonance
or ambiguity iri' answering. SOme even felt they could
not answer these questions because they had not had
this contact with white supervisors or coworkers.

Efficacy

For this series of items, the interviewers had to read
two alternative ,statements, from which the respondent
wa.; to choose the one that was closest to the way he
fe2t. An example would be the following: "I've usually
felt pretty sure my life would work out the way I want
it to," or, "There have been times when I haven't been
very sure that my life would work out the way I want it
to."

The interviewers had little trouble learning the proper



reading of these questions so that they were compre-
hensible to the respondents, that is slowly with a pause
between the alternatives. However, some felt that the
questions were Iwo long and confused or bored some
respondents beeaude of , the form. The respondents,
generallY:seeMed tOcheie no difficulty in understanding
these iteins. SoMe, howeier, did express an inability to

Irespond appropriately because ihey felt that for some
Iquestions, the choices were<not mutually_exclusiwe or

1 that neither Choide had much meaning to-them.

I.

Drive to Got Ahead

Neither interviewers nor respondents had difficuliy
with these items since they were direct, simple "yes"
or "no' questions which respondents seemed to have
relatively defrati-iHian-ibiguoulTielhiiiiFoTif,Aiough
some respondents felt the need to exiilain their
answers.

'with* tO Work
=,

In., the case of the household sample, no significant
problems wefe encountered in ternis of asking these
items or ptting adequate. ,unambiguous responses to
them. Holever, with the Casul . sample, hoth inter-

viewers ind respondents had notable difficulty when the
respondents were "hustlers. Many of these hustlers felt
that their "hustle" was, in fact, a fob ind tended to

t,

answer the questions with reference tO their "hustling"
actiyitles. When this reaction Was detected-71-*E,the
intervit4sr, he generally attempted to clarify the iett
of the qiiestions and to orient the respCndent
conciptotfregular job." In most instances, tis-reaolVed
the prOblem. However, some respondents who viewedir,'--,
their hustling activitiel as "work" continued to evidence.
confusion in responding to these items. In addition,
.some Kespondents in the casual sample who had never
worked (hustlers and non-hustlers) found the Concept of

ea

"regular work" or a "regular job" incomprehmsible 1

enough to eXperience dissonance and difficulty in ',(c"

responding to this series of items.

I.



Chapter VI. Concltisions

Future Research

Studies should be conducted controlling for similar
jobs in order fo see to what extent kind and level of job
influence grievance and discontent. This knowkdge

-- -could make possible job enriehinent; programs which
would lead to job attachment.\in) the currflitudy,
progsam job variedin, quality so thati-lacking a large

,,,iattiple the effect Of,occupationlfin grievOce could not
bi meaSured.

One way/of validating many of the attitudinal iterns'
would be to interview a variety of metv whoseT labor
6;10 performance is unaMbiguous, for lexample1.,' black
ninon jobs for a long duiation, such as 2,years;or more;
men who are in jail; men who are -known',`(kistlers",

/such as pimps. or number runners. Those lade! saniples
would reqiiire participant-observer field work to locate.
However, theY could be small', jf homogeneous.

Also, these items should be tested on other ethnic
gibUps, such as Puerto Ricans and Mexican-Americans.
Other, additional measures' would have to be developed
to' take into considenition a variety of alleged cultural
differences between, ethnic groups. Cross-cultural com-
parisonS._woutd help to resolve-the issue ,of , whether

functionof the 340i-between the:culture
Of indtistrialbureandricrand the',7culture Of poverty"
or between industrial buriauciaCy and, a particular
ethnic or national group. (Appalachian ivitiies would be
considered as an ethnic gr,Oup, from this perspective.)

Finally,,household surveys shduld be, eniployed to get
aggregate statistics of attitudes-fed poverty and non-,
poverty populations along the dimensions presented in
this study.

Recommendations

Many of the items examined in this study are adequate

fin inclusion in household surveys concerned with the
employment situation of poverty populations. They can
be used with either no change in wording or with some
slight modification.

I. The cultural grievance items and the perception of
discrimination item require die following changes. Fjrst,
instead of providing for a "yes" or "no" response, a
wider range of answers would be appropriate in a
large-scale survey. Respondents -should be asked, how
often did X occur: always, frequently, sometimes,
rarely, or never. Second, the frame of reference should
not be, on jobs you've held, but should be tied to a
specific job. This job 'can be the first, or the longest, or
the most recent, or each one in a recent period, for
example, the last 12 months. It would then be necessary
to ascertain-the-occupation,--industry,-,aml duration-of
the job. This change would not be necessary for those
who have never worked; the projective format employed
in the study is appropriate.

1. Items dealing with racial preference for supervisor
and coworkers should stand as they are employed in this
study.

3. The two Drive to Get Ahead items can be
employed without any changes.

4. Of the six Commitment to Work items examined,
one should be omitted from further consideration:
"Spare-time activities are much more' enjoyable than
regular work." The remaining five can be used in other
surveys but only after an item analysis is made .on a
sample of respondents from the specific population
surveyed. Alto, a statement should be read by the
interviewer to the effect that the respondent should not
consider hustling as regular work in answeringIthe
questions.

5. -None of the five Efficacy _items _, should

be used.

FOOTNOTES-

'See A Sharper Look 'et Unemployment in U.S. Cities end
Slums, U.S. Department of Labor, March 1967. '

',See the BLS Report 354, Report on Pilot and Experimentel
Program on thben Employment &mom 1969.

'For results of these surveys, me IlLS Report 370, Employ-
ment Saustion in PovertY AMU of Six Cities, July 1968-June,
1969, October 1969.

'This notion foilews in the intellectual tradition establishad by,
,kint Weber's Protestant Ethic end the Spirit of Capitalism and'
continued today in the Work of psychologist Devid Mcdelland.

'Me concept of efficacy has been delineated in the work of J.
R. Potter. See his "Generalized Expectancies for Internal vs.
Externs, Control 'of ROnforcement,"Psychologicel Monographs,
INS, Vol. SO.

'So "Slack Culture: Myth or Reality?" by Robert Blauner, in
Afro-Americen Anthropology, edited by Norman Whitten and
John Sswed, Frse Press: New York, 1970.

'See Oscar Lewis, Le Vida, Random House: New
York, 1966.

, °Thew 11 P101011T1 we: Oakland Economic Development
Council, Inc.; Lucky Stores; Lockheed Consortium;.iset Bey
Skills Center; Owens, Illinois; Richmond CEP; Son Francisco
CEP; Sim Francisco Urben Loewe; East Say Urban League;
Project Upereds; San Francisco NAO.

°For additional information on casual interview technique and
experiences, me BLS Report 354, cited wailer, and BLS SI:axial
Labor Force Report No. 117, Status of Men Missed in the
Census.
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1°These'iterns preedepted,from questions found in Family
Growtn ,Metropdliteir AnieFiiir-bV,Chlulei E. Westoff, -Fl.
Potter." Jr., P:Sagi and E. Mishler; Princeton-, Prfnceton Uni-

\ yeriity: Press, 1961.
1.! See .Gerald Gurin; inner-City NeraVouth in a Job Training

...rioject, Institute for Social Research; December 1968.
1' The Bureau would *.tive preferred to compute 'percentages in

the direction of the variable considered es the independent one,
a determinant of duration. Thus, the Bureau wouldiike to look
at attitudes as causal in relation to duration. However, some
question exists, about the representetiveness_of our sample with
rrPflard to program participation. The relative-distribution of the
duration groups in the population: of Program participants
cannot be ascertained definitely. Accokfingly, percentages can
.only be computed:An ene directien; the percentage ofv the

. L,- -

(

durehoñ -*Om who have a particular characteristic must be
given. For purposes of the study, this method does not create a
problem.,The9riument is that relations between variables appear
to exist:' the direction of causality is not clear. Even if, in the
computatitins, in 'attitude could have been treated es a causal
factor, a counter argument could have been that it is really an
effect, a consequence. These issues cannot be resolved in surveys
of only one point in time but inaV require employing repeated .

interviews: that is, panel or longitudinal surveys.
'See Abraham H. Maslowr Motivation ancrPersonatity,

Harper and Row: New York, 1954.
4 He did, however, find efficacy related to subsequent )bb

success, measured by earnings. Perhaps, where programs are not
viewed as leading to a desirable job, the efficacious person will
drop out. See G. Gurin, op. cit.
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